LABETTE COMMUNITY COLLEGE BRIEF SYLLABUS

SPECIAL NOTE:
This brief syllabus is not intended to be a legal contract. A full syllabus will be distributed to students at the first class session.

TEXT AND SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS USED IN THE COURSE (if any):
Please check with the LCC bookstore http://www.labette.edu/bookstore for the required texts for this class.

COURSE NUMBER: SPEC 125
COURSE TITLE: TOPICS IN PERSONAL ENRICHMENT: SPECIAL PROJECTS IN JEWELRY BEADING
SEMESTER CREDIT HOURS: .5-5
DEPARTMENT: Special Interest
DIVISION: Workforce Education/Community Service

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
In this hands-on course, students will continue to expand the information and skills they acquired during Beginning and Advanced Jewelry Beadwork. Students will create at least four pieces of jewelry using wire and stringing techniques including earrings, continuous strand necklaces, multi strand bracelets and bead weaving.

COURSE OUTCOMES AND COMPETENCIES:
Students who successfully complete this course will:

1. Expand on techniques from Advanced Jewelry class to create at least four pieces of jewelry
   - Wire bending – learn to create rings, clasps and connector pieces
   - Bead weaving – learn new patterns for bracelet and earrings

2. Professionalize finishing techniques for beaded jewelry
   - Review proper techniques for finishing jewelry strung on cord, string, and beading wire.
   - Learn to use crimping pliers
   - Create properly strung continuous necklaces (no clasp)
   - Learn to create beaded watch band